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Name :

1) Mike went to the library.

Noun Not a noun

2) We had a picnic yesterday.

Noun Not a noun

3) The boy climbed into the apple tree.

Noun Not a noun

5) The girl went !shing with her grandpa.

Noun Not a noun

4) Cold water tastes good on a hot day.

Noun Not a noun

6) Planes "y high above the clouds.

Noun Not a noun

7) Lions sleep during the day and hunt at night.

Noun Not a noun

8) The moon brightens the sky at night.

Noun Not a noun

Read each sentence and write whether the underlined word is a  noun or not.

Nouns

Example: Bianca played with her dolls. Noun Not a noun

A noun is a word that refers to a person, place, animal, thing, or

an idea.
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Name : Answer Key

1) Mike went to the library.

Noun Not a noun

2) We had a picnic yesterday.

Noun Not a noun

3) The boy climbed into the apple tree.

Noun Not a noun

5) The girl went !shing with her grandpa.

Noun Not a noun

4) Cold water tastes good on a hot day.

Noun Not a noun

6) Planes "y high above the clouds.

Noun Not a noun

7) Lions sleep during the day and hunt at night.

Noun Not a noun

8) The moon brightens the sky at night.

Noun Not a noun

Read each sentence and write whether the underlined word is a  noun or not.

Nouns

Example: Bianca played with her dolls. Noun Not a noun

A noun is a word that refers to a person, place, animal, thing, or

an idea.
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